Repurposing History at Salisbury House
Lesson plans are arranged in no particular order

Page Number
2

Lesson Title
Repurposing Art with Found Objects
Inspired by Salisbury House

Grade(s)

Subject(s)

4th

Visual Art

12

Repurposed Bird House and Poster
about Green Technology Inspired by
Salisbury House

6-12th

Environmental Sciences, History,
Art, Language Arts, Industrial Tech

15
19

Save Me!
Let’s Go Green!

6th (modifiable for 4th through high)
5th

Art, Math, Social Studies, Science
Science, Social Studies, Language
Arts, and Art
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Salisbury House Tour Theme: Repurposing History at Salisbury House
Lesson Title: Repurposing Art with Found Objects Inspired by Salisbury House
Time Frame: Half day field trip to Salisbury
House. Approximately three 60 minute rotations.

Grade: 4th Grade

Subject: Visual Art

Iowa Core Standard(s): Art
• Content Standard 4: Students will understand the visual arts in relation to history and culture.
• Content Standard 6: Students will make connections between the visual arts and other disciplines.
• Benchmark A: Understand the connection between art and other disciplines, careers and emerging technologies.
Materials:
• iPad
• Collection of found objects
• Drawing paper
• Pencil, colored pencils, eraser
• Cardboard or something for base of sculpture
Resources:
• Salisbury House website and YouTube video: www.salisburyhouse.org and www.salisburyhouse.org/about_salisbury_house.php
• Map provided by Salisbury House
• Tour focusing on Repurposing History Salisbury House
• PowerPoint of images for scenarios (images below)
• Student rubric to be handed out at the beginning of their project (example below)
• Teacher rubric for assessing student work upon completion (example below)
Lesson Overview/Objectives:
Students will observe and locate the use of repurposed materials in art and architecture. Student will collaborate to examine, discuss, and brainstorm
multiple solutions to repurpose materials in art and architecture. Individual students will plan, design, and create a work of art inspired by concept of
repurposing found objects.
Motivation:
• Students will gain inspiration from the tour of the Salisbury House and Carl Weeks’ appreciation of history and culture. To bridge the connection
to social studies and concern for our environment, present questions such as, “Do you think the Weeks family was concerned with the
environment and that’s why they repurposed objects?” or “How have our attitudes towards the polluting the environment changed since the
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•
•

1920s?”
Students will use technology to document evidence of repurposed objects and materials at Salisbury House. This will provide a focus for the
students during the tour.
Students have the option to either create a drawing inspired by a found object or they can choose to create a 3-D structure out of the found
objects.

Procedure: In class before the field trip the teacher will show YouTube video from link on Salisbury House’s as a general introduction. Teacher will stress
the importance of looking for objects the Week family repurposed while on the tour.
1. Students will formally tour the Salisbury House (half day field trip).
2. During the tour, students will document using their iPads items that were repurposed by the Weeks family. Examples include: choir balcony,
crates on garage ceiling, exterior of home bricks, buffalo skulls, broken roof tiles, main hall rafter beams, 91 Crane Street items, etc. As the
students document images on their tour, they will upload the photographs to the school Facebook/Twitter account using a hashtag that links to
an account that parents already follow.
3. Back in the classroom, the teacher will divide the students into small table groups and give each table a scenario. They will have to place
themselves in the shoes of the Weeks family as they were building their home and problems arose. The students will be tasked with finding
creative solutions to each problem. Students will come up with a different solution than which the Weeks family used. The teacher will show the
PowerPoint of examples as they give out each scenario.
Scenario Group Topics:
a. You have a surplus of shipping crates left over, what will you do to repurpose them in your new home?
b. You ordered tiles for your new roof, but they arrived broken so you can no longer use them on your roof, what will you
do to repurpose them in your new home?
c. You just got back from a trip to Utah and you brought back several buffalo skulls that you found, how will you use them
in your new home?
d. You notice a brick paved street nearby your home that is being torn up; you stop and ask the construction workers what
they are doing with the bricks and they tell you that you can have them for free if you haul them away. You realize this
will save you a lot of money so you bring the bricks to your new home, how will you repurpose them at your new home?
e. Your partner in Europe called to let you know White Heart Inn in Salisbury, England, wanted to sell its ceiling beams.
Your partner thought you would love these ceiling beams so he’s sending them over, how will you repurpose them in
your new home?
4. The teacher will unveil the table of found objects to the class. Students will select more or more items that inspires them to create either a
drawing of how they would repurpose the item(s) or they will create a 3-D structure using the actual items.
5. Each group will present their scenario and solution to the class.
6. Upon student completion of the project, students will assess themselves using a rubric which was given out at the beginning of the lesson. The
teacher will use a rubric to grade each project.
Modifications: The teacher will consider all students accessibility to determine rooms in which the house they students will visit. The teacher will modify
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according to IEP and 504 regulations.
How this meets the standard(s):
The students will demonstrate that they meet these standards by performing tasks and procedures listed above. The students will be evaluated using a
rubric. They will make connections between art, social studies (history and culture), and technology.
This lesson plan and accompanying materials were created during the Salisbury House: An Interdisciplinary Exploration class offered through Heartland
AEA in 2015. The group members who created this lesson plan are: Dalene DeGeest, Kevin Richards, Tami Rondeau, and Kayde Sberal.
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Images for Scenario Topics
Scenario A
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Scenario B
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Scenario C
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Scenario D
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Scenario E
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Example of Student Rubric

Student Name:
Class:
Project:

This project shows that the
student…

Progressing

Consistently meeting
standards

Needs Improvement

Creativity

You used your own ideas and
imagination

You used your imagination
some of the time

You did not use your own
ideas or imagination

Following project directions

All directions were followed

Some directions were
followed

None of the directions were
followed

Neatness/craftsmanship

You controlled the materials
you were working with, used
a lot of detail

You have some areas that
look sloppy

You did not use the materials
well, very sloppy

Attitude and effort put into
the project

You took their time and
worked hard on your project

You put a small effort into
the project

You rushed through and did
not work hard
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Example of Teacher Rubric
4 – Exceeds Objectives

3 – Meets Objectives

2 – Making Progress Toward
Objectives
Student is beginning to identify
and apply materials, tools and
techniques, but needs assistance
or prompting.

1 – Not Making Progress Toward
Objectives
Student does not identify or apply
materials, tools and techniques.
Needs repeated practice and
teacher guidance.

Student identifies and applies
materials, tools and techniques
independently and consistently.
Student demonstrates unique
applications and in-depth
thinking about art media.

Student identifies and applies
materials, tools and techniques
with minimal or no assistance.

Student identifies and discusses
works of art from various artists,
times and places independently
and consistently. Student
demonstrates personal insight
and in-depth thinking about art
history and aesthetics.

Student identifies and discusses
works of art from various artists,
times and places with minimal or
no assistance.

Student is beginning to identify
and discuss works of art form
various artists, times and places,
but needs assistance or
prompting.

Student does not identify or
discuss works of art from various
artists, times and places. Needs
repeated practice and teacher
guidance.

Student independently and
consistently uses thinking
strategies to develop unique,
original and creative ideas.
Student adapts strategies as
needed, and demonstrates indepth thinking.

Student uses thinking strategies
to develop unique, original and
creative ideas with minimal or no
assistance.

Student is beginning to use
thinking strategies to develop
original and creative ideas, but
needs assistance or prompting.

Student does not use thinking
strategies to develop original and
creative ideas. Needs repeated
practice and teacher guidance.

Student consistently and
independently demonstrates
good work habits by using time
productively, participating in
classroom tasks, obtaining and
organizing materials, and talking
at appropriate times.

With minimal or no assistance,
student demonstrates good work
habits by using time productively,
participating in classroom tasks,
obtaining and organizing
materials, and talking at
appropriate times.

Student is beginning to
demonstrate good work habits,
but needs assistance or
prompting to use time
productively, participate in
classroom tasks, obtain and
organize materials, and talk at
appropriate times.

Student does not use time
productively, participate in
classroom tasks, obtain and
organize materials, or talk at
appropriate times. Needs
repeated practice and teacher
guidance.
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Salisbury House Tour Theme: Repurposing History at Salisbury House
Title: Repurposed Bird House and Poster about Green Technology Inspired by Salisbury House
Time Frame: 8-10 days

Grade: 6-12th

Subject: Environmental Sciences, History, Art,
Language Arts, Industrial Tech

Iowa Core Standard(s):
RI.8.IA.1-2
RI.8 4-6
RH.6-8.2, 6-8.4-8.5, 6-8.7-8.9
WHST.6-8.1-8.2
21.9-12 ES 1, ES 4
Si9-12 SI7, SI4
21.9-12 TL1, TL3, TL4, TL5
Materials:
• Guided tour of Salisbury House
• Poster board
• Markers
• Computers for research
• Various recyclable materials
• Project rubric (see below)
Lesson Overview:
By touring Salisbury House, students will gain historical knowledge about green technology and repurposing of the 1920s in addition to how the Weeks
family was progressive for the time. By completing research, students will gain knowledge of current green technology practices.
Motivation:
Addressing repurposing, recycling, and green technology which is in the forefront of society today.
Procedure:
1. Introduce less by watching a clip from the movie Waterworld showing a possible futuristic environment. Discuss futuristic lifestyle and anything
we do today that’s green.
2. Research green technology
3. Tour Salisbury House and after the tour have the students identify aspect of green technology within the Weeks family home. Students may
want to take photos or sketch while at Salisbury House to share later in class.
4. Introduce the birdhouse and poster activity and address the specific requirements for each project as noted in the rubric.
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Modifications:
Virtual or physical tour options. Students can work individually or with partners.
How this meets the standard(s):
Standard 1-a.g, 2-c.d, 3-b, 4-c, 5-b.e, 6-a, 7-c.d, 8-a.e
This lesson plan and accompanying materials were created during the Salisbury House: An Interdisciplinary Exploration class offered through Heartland
AEA in 2015. The group members who created this lesson plan are: Leshia Anderson, Roger Hart, and Amanda Skellenger.
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Repurposed Bird House and Poster about Green Technology Project Rubric
Project Description 2
Birdhouse
Birdhouse was created using Initiates a thoughtful plan
repurposed materials and is with the birds needs
functional.
accommodated.

Project completed, but not
much thought
demonstrated.

Not completed.

Symbolism was used on bird
house to show connection
to Salisbury House.

Clear connections observed.

Some symbolism observed
and used but connection
not demonstrated.

Not attempted.

Historic architectural
aspects of Salisbury House
were incorporated (Gothic,
Tudor, Carolean).

All three styles represented
in construction.

One to two styles observed.

Not attempted.

Project Description –
Poster
Created a poster on green
technology which addressed
the similarities and
difference of the way the
Weeks family repurposed
and current repurposing
methods.

2

1

Compare and contrast was
used and demonstrated
understanding.

1

Information not clearly
demonstrated.
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0

0
Not completed.

Teacher Comments

Teacher Comments

Salisbury House Tour Theme: Repurposing History at Salisbury House
Title: Save ME!
Time Frame: 2 Hours (plus or minus time
depending on modifications)

Grade: 6th (modifiable 4th through High School)

Subject: Art, Math, Social Studies, Science

Iowa Core Standard(s):
1-a,b,d,e; 2-a,b,c,d; 3-b,c,d,e; 4-a,b,d,e; 6-a,b,c,d,e.
Materials:
• Various Architectural Element pictures with measurements
• Colored Pencils
• Rulers
• Reminder pictures of repurposing from the Salisbury House website – www.salisburyhouse.org
• Pencils
• Erasers
• Assessment (below)
Lesson Overview:
• After touring the Salisbury House and grounds, students will draw a picture of how they would repurpose an artifact or architectural element
either for the Salisbury house or for their own ideal home.
• Students will need to use the measurements provided to find a reasonably accurate size ratio when drawing their repurposed historical material
into their picture. Using knowledge from math and ratios, students should be able to come up with a reasonable ratio of measurement to inches
to work with.
• Once they complete their drawing for their proposed repurposing, they will then need to write up a proposal including the details learned about
the period from social studies. How do they plan on transporting and installing the materials at their new location? What sorts of packing would
need to be done to prepare the materials for their voyage and then give relevant reasons as to why preserving this bit of history will be of worth
to either the original owners of the materials or through the new repurposing of those materials.
• Lastly students will identify the period of the piece as Tudor, Carolean/Restoration or more Gothic and show in their detail in their picture how
they stayed true to those design concepts.

Motivation:
Your item is a wonderful example of architecture. However, it has been slated for destruction with the original structure. YOU have the opportunity to
save it! However, to be the person awarded with this architectural element, you must submit a plan for how you will use it and incorporate it in to a
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new structure. Think of the many ways Carl and Edith Weeks saved history by repurposing it in their home. How will you save and preserve your item?
Procedure:
1) Classroom prep: Ratios in math and period architecture and art in both science and social studies.
2) Salisbury House rules/ expectations: These need to be set clearly before arriving to protect the artifacts as well as to help with classroom
management in small and/or spread out areas.
3) Tour: The house and grounds with the guide so that students can take note of all the ways that history has been repurposed for the Salisbury
house.
4) Review pictures of the reclaimed elements: Review some of the reclaimed elements within the house for the students. Show pictures and talk
about what it takes to put reuse some of these elements
5) Hand out random artifact or architectural element (different one for each group or partnership)
6) Sketch: new ideas on blank paper
7) Have students submit ideas for a quick approval before starting in on their work to weed out any obvious problems.
8) Students will begin work on scale drawings: to show how item will be used.
9) After completing the drawing: students will write a proposal including how they plan to repurpose the item and how that will be of any benefit
to either the new owners or the old.
Include in your proposal the style and time period of your drawing.
10) Students will share their group’s proposals with the class.
11) (Optional) invite 3 other teachers or adults in the building to hear these proposals and vote on which one they would most like to see
implemented.
Modifications:
• For Lower Grades. The details in the report might simply include the vehicle you would use to ship your item and how it goes with your new
design. The picture itself could be used as an introduction to scale rather than a chance to reinforce skills learned previously.
• For Higher Grades or advanced students, the art might include perspective (one or two point) Math might need to be listed out and measured
to the nearest 1/16th inch to mirror the ratios needed in drafting. For social studies, students could use the internet to look up possible shipping
complications such as sinking ships in the time period as well as tariffs. Social Studies could also involve looking for significance to specific pieces
that are being repurposed and whether that new use would please the item’s original owner. Science could look at what is needed to preserve
this item for future generations. Does it need sealed against the weather? Will it handle Iowa’s freeze/thaw cycle? Does its structure make it a
good outdoor or indoor piece?
• Other options include using found items like the rocks in the Friendship Hall rather than architectural elements. You could also have them
combine found historical items and architectural elements to create something entirely new.
How this meets the standard(s):
Standard 1: The project provides an opportunity for students to provide evidence of their own learning as well as giving them a chance to share the
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projects with peers and adults to work on their communication skills.
Standard 2: This lesson utilizes skills from multiple subject areas. This requires both teacher and students apply skills and knowledge in a cross curricular
manner.
Standard 3: Teacher needs to set and communicate high expectations for both behaviors and the work being done. Use of available and relevant
resources to make meaning is a key concept within the lesson. The lesson is also adaptable to multiple skill levels to provide a comprehensive cross
curricular experience to a wide range of students.
Standard 4: The flexibility of the lesson allows for every student to be successful. The multiple presentation requirements allow students to explore the
presentation from different angles. In this way students can both use their strengths as well as explore less familiar areas of their learning.
Standard 6: The tour requires the teacher to have and demonstrate excellent classroom management skills to ensure the safety of the students as well
as the artifacts. There will also be opportunities for teachers to manage the class during the work time as it will require a longer work period and group
work. This means that the teacher needs to provide direction for group work, and time management as well.

This lesson plan and accompanying materials were created during the Salisbury House: An Interdisciplinary Exploration class offered through Heartland
AEA in 2014. The group members who created this lesson plan are: Kevin Graham and Karla Snodgrass.
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Assessment:
Names: _________________________________________
Artifact/architectural element: ___________________________________
______ Attached picture of artifact/architectural element with scale marked
______ Scale drawing of piece within a room
______ Written proposal
a. How the piece is repurposed ___________
b. The benefits of the piece to the owner ___________
c. The style and time period of the piece ___________
_____ Oral presentation
a. Clearly explained ___________
b. Presented picture during presentation ___________
c. Identified the potential issues with the project___________
d. Explained how the repurposed piece would be preserved ___________
e. Participation by each group member in the presentation ___________
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Salisbury House Tour Theme: Repurposing History at Salisbury House
Title: Let’s Go Green!
Time Frame: Five days

Grade: 5th

Subject: Science, Social Studies, Language Arts,
and Art

Iowa Core Standard(s):
Science: Understand and apply knowledge and properties, and uses of earth materials.
Social Studies: Understand the role of scarcity and economic and how economic conditions impact people’s lives.
Language Arts: Write opinion pieces on topics supporting point of view with reason and information.
Art: Students use subject themes and symbols that demonstrate knowledge of context values and aesthetics that demonstrate intended meanings of art
work.
Materials:
Collected materials such as: wood scraps, old dishes, wire, boxes, jewelry, material, beads, stones, and/or cardboard.
Project rubric (below)

Lesson Overview:
• The student will identify the benefits of reclaiming and repurposing building materials and create a refurbished project.
• The student will express opinions through reflections.
Motivation:
The teacher will provide a “bucket” of gently used materials for constructing a project in small groups cooperatively. The small groups create the
projects.
Procedure:
Day One
Discussion the benefits for this project? (repurposing)
1. Artistic Value
2. Practicality/ cost
3. Meaning/sentimental value
4. Historical aspect
Day Two
Students will need Ipads for taking photographs and note taking.
Visit the Salisbury House and have students focus on repurposing and historical architectural styles.
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At the end of the tour, the students will locate and take pictures of one example of each of the 4 benefits for using repurposed materials.
Day Three
Using the pictures collected from the Salisbury House, the students will create a presentation via a Prezie, Google Presentation, or a PowerPoint.
Using the pictures from the Salisbury House, the students will state why and how Carl Weeks repurposed natural materials in his historic home.
Day Four
Introduce the refurbished projects to the students. After 3 days, the students will share their repurposing project.
Day Five
Once presentations are completed assign personal reflection
What successes and difficulties did you encounter with this project?
What one thing would you change if you were going to do this project again?
Project Expectations
1. Your creation has to align with one of the 4 purposes for repurposing
Artistic Value
Practicality or cost
Meaning or sentimental value
Historical
2. Materials need to be found or collect and not purchased.
3. Project will be made from a minimum of 5 found materials.
Possible examples include: wood scraps, old dishes or silverware, wire, boxes of any type, jewelry or beads, stones, cardboard.
4. Reflection: Explain the repurposing reason you used for your project and identify the benefits.
This lesson plan and accompanying materials were created during the Salisbury House: An Interdisciplinary Exploration class offered through Heartland
AEA in 2014. The group members who created this lesson plan are: Susan Berndt, Stephanie Watson, Jan Sculfort, and Gay Burgod.
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Project Rubric

Students use
of repurposed
materials

Explanation of
benefits

Opinion
expressed

Grammar

10
5 or more
found
materials are
visible and
notably
repurposed
Project clearly
aligned with 1
of the 4
repurposing
benefits and
explained as
well
Logically and
clearly as why
the items
were
repurposed
Less than 3
grammatical
errors

9
5 objects
visible but
some objects
not
repurposed

8
Less than 5
objects and
most may not
be repurposed

7
Objects were
not
repurposed

Project
aligned with 1
of the 4
repurposed
benefits but
reflection not
clear
Opinion
stated without
valid reason

Project
missing clear
alignment and
poor
reflection

Project did
not align to
the
repurposing
benefits

Vague opinion
stated with
questionable
reasoning

Unrealistic
opinion with
not reasoning

Less than 6
grammatical
errors

Less than 9
grammatical
errors

More than 12
grammatical
errors
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